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Monthly Meetings are held on the first Monday of each Month
these are followed by the Monthly BBQ/Picnics held on the  
Fridays following the first Monday  Meeting of each month

 
Meetings Now at:  The Club, Cnr Bailey Rd & Bayview Tce Deception Bay

BBQ’s are at:  Jamieson Park Scarborough BYO CHAIR
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All	correspondence	should	be	directed	to:

The	Secretary,		Redcliffe	TPI	Sub-Branch
PO	Box	288

REDCLIFFE,		QLD			4020

Secretary:   famickk@yahoo.com.au

Website:  http://www.redcliffetpi.com

Editor:  gpd850@gmail.com
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THE EDITORS PAGE

RAE

5

How refreshing it is to see our own Peter Dutton  Federal
liberal party Minister recently appointed to the defense 
portfolio who in very short time overturned the defense 
Hierarchy’s ridiculous stripping of 3000 plus military special 
services men and women medals, citations and the rest.

Peter Dutton, the same man with the Cahoona’s big enough
to turn back the tide of illegal immigrant boats coming to 
Australia and set up a regime slowing those illegals trying 
to enter Australia through back doors.(come in legally or else) 

Peter Dutton the same guy with the set of Cahoona’s to say to 
China’s bullying tactics that Australia will not capitulate to 
their bullying and threats, already other countries are taking
up our exports slack that China used to take from Australia.

If only we could get some more Politicians to grow the same
size cobblers and stand up for the majority of Australians & not 
the minority groups. Just maybe our pensioners could get a deal
as good as the immigrants who arrive here expecting, then 
demanding our overly generous handouts.

My parents came out in 1950 on the 2-year payback deal, yes my 
father had to work for the Government for two years In any 
capacity the Government called on and even though he was a
qualified Electrical Engineer he worked on the road gangs in 
Victoria. Not once did I ever hear a bad word said by either of my
parents about Australia only the appreciation that they had for
the opportunities that opened up for them once here and work 
hard they did and assimilate into our society they did.

Thank you Peter Dutton service men and women
appreciate your intervention for the innocent 

Cheers to all
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 As I begin writing this report, our TPI time travellers are returning from their trip to 
Norfolk Island (more on that adventure later).  In the meantime, we who have 
remained firmly embedded on the mainland have been getting on with business. 
 
 Although Monday 3 May is a public holiday, Dave from the Deception Bay Club has 
agreed to open the club so that our general meeting on that day will go ahead 
(thanks Dave).  We have a guest speaker for that day, and also, George Dragon has 
arranged for  Reg Frankle who is the Redcliffe Chairman for Legacy to come along 
to our July meeting (thanks George). 
 

 In the meantime, Secretary Mick and I met with Bart Mellish who is 
among other things, Assistant Minister to the Queensland Premier 
for Veterans affairs.   
 
 We discussed a range of issues from State and Federal 
perspectives.  It was a very good meeting, and the Minister was 
keen to listen and learn. 

 
 Among the things we learnt was that the state government has upgraded the Office 
for Veterans as their central point of contact and coordination for veterans’ policy 
issues and Queensland Government commitments relating to veterans. 
 
 The functions of the Office for Veterans include: 
 

�   provision of policy advice on veterans’ matters such as homelessness, health 
and wellbeing 

 

�   leading whole-of-Government coordination on veterans’ matters 
 

�   supporting employment of ex-Australian Defence Force members in 
Queensland 

 

�   identifying employment pathways for ex-Australian Defence Force members 
into key industries such as resources, defence and logistics 

 

�   delivering grants and funding programs such as the Queensland Veterans’ 
Memorial Grants Program, the Anzac Day Trust and the Queensland 
Remembers Grants Program 

 

�   working with key stakeholders to support the delivery of significant 
commemorative events and initiatives 

 

�   providing a mechanism for veterans’ organisations to communicate with the 
Queensland Government 

 

�   overseeing the curation of Anzac Square, the state's war memorial, 

President’s	Report
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 With regard to ANZAC Square, Brisbane City Council is the current trustee of the 
Square, but the state government will take over that role via a new Queensland 
Veteran’s Council.  This will include responsibility for day-to-day management of the 
Shrine of Remembrance, the memorial galleries and the parklands. 
 

 Our Redcliffe TPI Time Travellers made their way to Norfolk 
Island and have returned safe and sound.  I will leave it up to 
them to relay their exploits which, I heard, included golf, 
bowls, feasts and a possible ghost encounter during a night 
tour of island attractions. 

 
 The trip to Norfolk  was planned to 
coincide with three key events: 
Kapyong Day, ANZAC Day and 
meeting up with Ted and Corrinne 
who have been enjoying island life for 
quite some time now.  How good was 
it also for our crew to have Dave and 
Denise Strachan on the trip – Hello to 
you both from the rest of us. 
 
 Note: there are plenty of amazing 
photos on Facebook for you to view, 
but for those who are not on 
Facebook, I will include some here, 
and will begin with a photo of Ted 
hitching a ride and then a group photo (rogues gallery) both on ANZAC Day. 
 

 At our previous General Meeting I 
mentioned that Ted and Corinne 
asked if we could source some 
memorabilia for display in the 
Norfolk Island RSL.   
 
 Well, we did manage to get some 
items together thanks to Bill 
Abboud, John Lunn, Strawb Ellis, 
George Dragon and Maureen 
Rays,   

 
 I have probably failed to mention some people, so please forgive me if I missed you 
out.  Items included service uniforms, mess dress, WW2 medals and a quilt. 
 
 On the next page are some photos I filched from Facebook (not sure of the colonial 
consequence of this, perhaps a thrashing for a dastardly disreputable deed?) 
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 Anyway, here are photos of the presentations: 
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 I must add that TPI Ted was also 
enjoying the trip to Norfolk Island, and 
from Ted’s attire on this particular 
evening we can see that it wasn't 
always warm and sunny. 
 
 Here are but a few of the numerous 

photos of Ted getting involved.  Of course, he was into the tucker, including 
sneaking a bit of Elfie’s birthday cake and getting in early for some seafood.  Also, 
he was at different times hanging with a couple of cadets and the Island Head 
Honcho, as well as living on the edge again. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 Unfortunately, I can recall that during and following the Vietnam war, 
suicide among veterans was prominent, but too often hidden, for 
example, in traffic stats (single vehicle accidents – go find a big tree). 
 
 More recently, you will recall that there has been a disturbing number 

of suicides in the service and ex-service community and for a long time there have 
been calls for a Royal Commission.  The federal government has now agreed to a 
Royal Commission. The Minister for Veterans Affairs and Defence Personnel 
(Darren Chester) has issued a press release saying that members of the veteran 
community are invited to provide submissions to inform the development of the 
Terms of Reference. 
 
 The Minister said in his press release that, following consultation, all feedback will 
be provided to the Attorney-General’s Department which will lead the drafting of the 
Terms of Reference.  He also said that interested individuals, groups, peak bodies, 
ex-service organisations and community members are able to review the broad 
themes for consultation on the DVA website and can contribute to the consultation 
process by emailing royalcommission@dva.gov.au. 
 
 Although I have an interest in this issue, at this stage I don't intend that I personally, 
or that Redcliffe TPI will provide input.  I anticipate there will be ample input from a 
range of ESOs as well as younger veterans and their families. 

 
 The following is a synopsis of an email we have received from our TPI 
National President on this issue. 
 
 DVA has provided an update on the Royal Commission into 
Defence and Veteran Suicide.  ESOs are invited to contribute to 

the Terms of Reference process and/or to contribute or participate in any of 
the Consultation forums via the email address provided. 
  
 Darren Chester will lead a public consultation to inform the Terms of 
Reference and has issued a media release encouraging the veteran 
community to provide their input.  The Minister has written to his state and 
territory counterparts seeking their assistance in consulting with their 
communities in each of their jurisdictions, as well as all parliamentarians 
encouraging them to consult with their constituents. 
 
 It is important that all those involved in the Defence and veteran support 
system veterans and their families, serving members, ex service 
organisations, states and territories, peak bodies and any other interested 
stakeholders and members of the community, have their say. 
 
 DVA will help facilitate the consultation process. 
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 ANZAC day provided us with yet another 
COVID  challenge in 2021, but there was at 
least one glimmer of hope for the future. 
 
 Dennis has proudly posted a portrait of his 
descendent male blood line on ANZAC Day.  
Well done mate: father, sons and grandson. 
 
 

 We did of course continue with 
our monthly COVID-safe event 
namely  our BBQ at FSB Jamieson in March.  We had a great roll up 
for a superb sunny day to welcome Autumn into our midst. 
 

 As usual, I need to thank our many volunteers, who never hesitate to step in and 
make sure we have a sizeable serving of super snags accompanied by all our 
members who provided warm-hearted camaraderie.  Here are a a few photos of our 
relaxed gathering and crew of volunteers on the day. 
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 It is not yet time for the Jetsons, but that day edges ever 
closer.  While Diane and I were visiting our family in Canberra 
recently we were introduced to a trial of an order and delivery 
system. 
 
 The family order was for toasted sandwiches which duly 
arrived after 8 minutes by drone, soon followed by an order of 

ice cream delivered the same way.  I can attest to the fact that the sandwiches were 
still hot and the ice cream had not melted. 
 
 This system is part of a trial being conducted in certain Canberran suburbs whereby 
your order is taken on line (in this case by a mobile phone) and delivered to your 
driveway using GPS.  Obviously, it is very accurate, and you can follow the drone’s 
progress on your mobile phone.  As my American relatives would say – that's really 
neat! 
 
 The system is already headed our way.  There is currently a trial happening on the 
southside (Logan). If you want to discover more, go to this website: 
https://wing.com/en_au/australia/logan/ 



 
 These photos show the delivery of toasted sandwiches to us in Canberra.  Just a 
note that the Canberra Times has a story on people complaining about the constant 
noise from drones in their area!   
  

 
 Finally, I know of several people who have been waiting for an 
opportunity to pay their full membership fee this year, so if you 
are able, come along to our May General Meeting and bother 
Paddy with your contribution.  We are hesitant to cut people 
adrift, so this is a last call for anyone not a full member of 
Redcliffe TPI. 
 

 
 And remember, you are not crazy, you are mentally hilarious. 
 
 
 Take care. 
 

 Phil 
*My first day as crime 

scene Investigator*

Detective:  How do you 
think this man drowned?

Me:  I guess he couldn’t
breathe underwater
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 Australia to build its own missiles with 
$1bn guided weapons facility 

 

 By David  Crowe  

 Australia will gain the capacity to make its own guided missiles in a $1 billion 

federal plan to build a new weapons facility with a global arms manufacturer, 

preparing for greater tensions in the region. 

 The spending will upgrade Australia’s capabilities at a time of rapid advances in 

guided missiles, which are changing the dynamics of national defence with the 
development of hypersonic weapons that exceed the speed of sound. 

 Prime Minister Scott Morrison will announce the plan on Wednesday with a 

warning the “changing global environment” highlights the need to create the 

sovereign capacity. 

 The Australian Strategic Policy Institute estimates the country may have to spend 
$100 billion on missiles and other guided weapons over the next two decades to 

respond to rising powers such as China. 

 The new plan sets up a contest between private companies to bid for the 

contract to build the facility, with state governments also likely to lobby to gain 

the investment and jobs. 

 Companies such as Raytheon, Lockheed Martin, Kongsberg and BAE Systems are 
seen as likely bidders for the work, which would allow Australia to replace 

missiles currently shipped from overseas. 

 Australia last made its own missiles in the 1960s when local researchers created 

the Ikara anti-submarine missile and launcher, which was built in Melbourne. 

 The need for a stronger local capacity was made clear after the government 

released a Force Structure Plan last July that emphasised the greater use of 
guided weapons, in part due to the increased tensions in regional sea lanes. 

 “As the COVID-19 pandemic has shown, having the ability for self-reliance be it 

vaccine development or the defence of Australia, is vital to meeting our own 

requirements in a changing global environment,” Mr Morrison said in a statement 

ahead of the announcement. 

 “It’s an imperative we now proceed with the creation of a sovereign guided 

weapons capability as a priority, accelerating this process following the idea first 

being explored in the  Force Structure Plan.” 
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From	the	
SECRETARY’S	DESK

A	busy	time	so	minutes	and	to	the	list	of	
correspondence	in	&	out	covers	most	of
our	activities	happening		that	you	should
know	about	so	please	take	a	copy	for	
light	reading	at	our	general	meeting

Michael K

	How	good	is	this
a	short	break	in
a	very	busy	work
schedule.																																				

The	Treasury	Report
Regretably	as	I	am	on	leave	enjoying	a	well	
earned	holiday	trip	to	Norfolk	Island	then	
heading	on	another	journey	down	to	our	
southern	States	hence	there	is	no	formal	
report	prepared	for	this	month.

																																					Paddy	(Scrooge)		Mc-Neil

		Paddy		Mc	Scrooge	
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 The facility is expected to manufacture air to air missile, ground launched 

Ć ƁĊĊƁcḆĊ BĊ Ḉ Ḇcc BĊ ḄÇƁḃḆḃ Ḉ ḆBĉ ĈćĊ ÇĊḆḃ ċĈ ḃḆḇḆćḃ ĊḅƁĉ Ċ 

 The arrival of hypersonic missiles is a longer term scenario, with the Australian 
Defence Science and Technology (DST) Group and others conducting research in 

the field. 

 ASPI analyst Marcus Hellyer last year said the emphasis on missile capacity was 

one of the major findings of the FSP review of the Australian Defence Force 

structure. 

 Australia’s alliance with the United States is fundamental to the plan because the 

company making the missiles will need cooperation from the US. 

 “We will work closely with the United States on this important initiative to 

ensure that we understand how our enterprise can best support both Australia’s 

needs and the growing needs of our most important military partner,” Defence 

Minister Peter Dutton said in a statement.  

 David Crowe is the chief political correspondent for The Sydney Morning Herald and The 

Age. 

missiles as well as guided weapons used to defend ships
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CAPTION: HMAS Sydney and USS John Finn conduct a passage exercise in the Southern 
California Exercise Area in the United States. Story by Lieutenant Commander Scott 
Macpherson. 

Sydney has deployed to San Diego to conduct combat system sea qualifications trials on its 
Aegis weapons system with the US Navy. 

Conducting live fire missile events will provide the data required for Navy senior 
leadership to assess Sydney for final operational capability, allowing all three of 
Australia’s guided missile destroyers to be operationally deployed. 

Sydney arrived in Pearl Harbor on March 25 for a logistics port visit to replenish fuel and 
supplies, and provide her crew with respite ahead of transiting to the Southern California 
Exercise Area. 

John Finn was deployed as an integral part of a US carrier strike group in the north-east 
Indian Ocean before joining Sydney. 

The exercise improved interoperability between the two navies and enhanced the ability to 
plan, communicate and conduct complex maritime operations efficiently and effectively. 

Commanding Officer John Finn Commander Bralyn Cathey said it was a fantastic 
opportunity to strengthen unit-level training, integration, and partnerships. 
“I could not be more proud of my crew operating with our Australian allies during our 
maiden deployment,” Commander Cathey said. 

Sydney’s successful completion of the combat system sea qualifications trials will provide 
three operationally ready destroyers capable of integrating into coalition task groups to 
meet government-directed activities. 

Commanding Officer Sydney Commander Ted Seymour said he was proud of his ship and 
crew. 
“Sydney’s deployment to the California Exercise Area is the culmination of many years of 
hard work by everyone involved in the DDG project in both Australia and the United 
States,” he said. 

“This is Sydney’s first deployment, and noting the cooperation between our navies in the 
Indo-Pacific it is very fitting that Sydney’s first passage exercise is with USS John Finn. 
“We appreciate the team in John Finn taking the time to exercise with us at the end of 
their busy deployment.” 

Sydney is expected to return to Fleet Base East on July 31. 17

 

HMAS Sydney conducted a passage 
exercise with USS John Finn in the waters 
off the coast of Southern California in early 
April. 

Strengthening 
partnerships at sea 

 14/04/2021Mike Hughes 



NORFOLK ISLAND
REDCLIFFE TPI 2021 TOURING TROOP

PADDY  &  BERYL   NEILPADDY  &  BERYL   NEIL
JOHN & ANNE  DOLTONJOHN & ANNE  DOLTON
DOUG & MARGARET  ELLISDOUG & MARGARET  ELLIS
PEDRO  &  JEAN  NEWMANPEDRO  &  JEAN  NEWMAN
KEN & MAUREEN  RAYSKEN & MAUREEN  RAYS
GRAHAM & DIANA  DREWSGRAHAM & DIANA  DREWS
IAN & HEATHER  CAWSEIAN & HEATHER  CAWSE
STEVE & FAYE ARNOTT-HOLLICKSTEVE & FAYE ARNOTT-HOLLICK

PADDY  &  BERYL   NEIL
JOHN & ANNE  DOLTON
DOUG & MARGARET  ELLIS
PEDRO  &  JEAN  NEWMAN
KEN & MAUREEN  RAYS
GRAHAM & DIANA  DREWS
IAN & HEATHER  CAWSE
STEVE & FAYE ARNOTT-HOLLICK
BILL & GLORIA  ABBOUDBILL & GLORIA  ABBOUD
RON & ANNETTE  CAREYRON & ANNETTE  CAREY
BRUCE & ELFIE  COXBRUCE & ELFIE  COX
GARY & SHELLY FOSTERGARY & SHELLY FOSTER
CORALE LIHOU- EDWARDS &CORALE LIHOU- EDWARDS &
(DAUGHTER)  LISA DARE(DAUGHTER)  LISA DARE
MIKE & NOLA  BURNSIDEMIKE & NOLA  BURNSIDE
DAVE & DENISE STRACHANDAVE & DENISE STRACHAN

BILL & GLORIA  ABBOUD
RON & ANNETTE  CAREY
BRUCE & ELFIE  COX
GARY & SHELLY FOSTER
CORALE LIHOU- EDWARDS &
(DAUGHTER)  LISA DARE
MIKE & NOLA  BURNSIDE
DAVE & DENISE STRACHAN

After a long period waiting for the dreaded Covid 19 Pandemic to settle our 

group of 30 TPI Travellers finally took to the Air and headed off to that 

wonderful forget everything island paradise called Norfolk Island

Redcliffe TPI’s finest veteran Diggers at Redcliffe TPI’s finest veteran Diggers at 
the 2021 Norfolk Island ANZAC day marchthe 2021 Norfolk Island ANZAC day march

Redcliffe TPI’s finest veteran Diggers at 
the 2021 Norfolk Island ANZAC day march
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Norfo;lk Pine trees and view
down to the sea

Rough accomodation units
at the Govenors Lodge

Historical shrine with old 
government building 

The Ghost tour was a scary affair for 
some who saw the Norfolk Ghost
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DON’T MEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBERDON’T MEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBERDON’T MEET YOUR SUB BRANCH MEMBER

lADIES THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO LET US KNOWDIES THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO LET US KNOW
WHAT YOU WENT THROUGH WHILE YOUR GUY WASWHAT YOU WENT THROUGH WHILE YOUR GUY WAS
AWAY. SHARE YOUR STOREY  WE’D LIKE TO HEAR HOWAWAY. SHARE YOUR STOREY  WE’D LIKE TO HEAR HOW
IT WAS BACK HOME RAISING KIDS LOOKING AFTERIT WAS BACK HOME RAISING KIDS LOOKING AFTER
THE HOME FRONT ETC THE HOME FRONT ETC 

WHAT A DISAPPOINTMENT THAT “MEET YOUR MEMBER” COMES 
TO AN END DUE TO MEMBERS UNWILLING TO SHARE THIER TALES

A HUGE THANK-YOU TO THE 17 MEMBERS WHO HAVE SHARED 

THEIR STORIES SHAME ON THE REST OF OUR MEMBERS SOME 100 
OF YOU UNABLE TO PEN A FEW WORDS TO SHARE WITH MATES
 
FEEDBACK IS YOU ENJOY THE SECTION HOWEVER  WITH ONLY  10% 
OF MEMBERS SUBMITTING A SHORT SUMMARY OF THEIR LIFE’S 
JOURNEY WE HAVE RUN OUT OF VOLUNTEERS.

lADIES THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO LET US KNOW
WHAT YOU WENT THROUGH WHILE YOUR GUY WAS
AWAY. SHARE YOUR STOREY  WE’D LIKE TO HEAR HOW
IT WAS BACK HOME RAISING KIDS LOOKING AFTER
THE HOME FRONT ETC 

Vely Interesting Fritz

but Stupid

Can you remember the TV show these sketches Can you remember the TV show these sketches 
were in, their names  & our look alike names?were in, their names  & our look alike names?

Can you remember the TV show these sketches 
were in, their names  & our look alike names?
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The blood that flowed, on the Western 
Front, has long since ebbed its’ tide 
The dust of those who bravely fell, now part 
of our nation’s pride 
Sixty thousand Australian souls, cut down 
in their prime 
Frozen in eternity, by a poet’s rhyme  

THE EBBING TIDE 
By Tomas 'Paddy' Hamilton 

Ringer, clerk or banker, soldiers with one cause 

Standing against tyranny, in the war to end all wars 

When the bells of peace rang out, if they only knew 

As great a threat would soon descend, the scourge of Spanish Flu 

 

Patriotism the banner, to blindly march behind 

For glory of an empire, the tragic threads that bind 

Marching into battle, when the chips were down 

The deadly fee to be paid, for a king or kaiser’s crown 

 

The guns may now lie silent, where poppies grow in peace 

Will mankind ever learn? Will hatred ever cease ? 

For there will still be future wars, politicians will announce 

And youth will leave our shores again, for lands they can’t pronounce 

 

Ours is not to wonder, over what we cannot change 

The brutal facts of history, we cannot rearrange 

Just one minute’s silence, hardly a reward 

A generation sacrificed, for reasons clearly flawed 

	By	Tomas	‘Paddy’	Hamilton	
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ARMY ACTIVITY

Three Kiwi soldiers recognised 
for actions after deadly 

Taji rocket attack 
 22/04/2021 Brian Hartigan 299 Views  0 Comments 

 Three New Zealand Army personnel have been recognised for their courageous actions in 
a rocket attack on the Taji Military Camp in Iraq in March last year. 

 CAPTION: Corporal (Acting Sergeant at the time) Jessica Healey-Render, Corporal 
Charles Munns, Private Maddison Van Sitter – all recognised for their actions following a 
deadly rocket attack at Taji Military Camp in March 2020. NZDF photo. 

 Corporal Charles Munns was awarded the Defence Meritorious Service Medal, and 
Corporal Jessica Healey-Render and Private Maddison Van Sitter both received a Chief 
of Defence Force Commendation. 

 Corporal Munns, originally from Kaitaia, was a section commander within the Quick 
Reaction Force of the Task Group in Iraq from November 2019 to March 2020, and was 
part of the team responsible for maintaining the security of the camp. 

 On the night of 11 March, there was an indirect fire attack on the camp that saw at least 
29 rockets explode within a one-kilometre square, resulting in mass casualties, large fires 
and unexploded ordnance littering the camp. Corporal Munns said his training kicked in 
immediately. 

 “I was climbing into bed when it happened about 7.30pm, because I had to be up at 
midnight for a patrol. At first you don’t think it’s real because you do so much training 
but within seconds you realise what is happening.” 

 He ran to a bunker and ensured his section was all there. Venturing out into the camp 
they found casualties almost immediately, although no New Zealanders were killed or 
injured. 
 “We found three wounded soldiers, two in a rather bad way and the third had taken a lot 
of shrapnel and was in a lot of shock. We treated all three and had to begin CPR on one 
but eventually it was no use as his injuries were too much.” 

 Three people – two Americans and a British medic – died in the attack, and 17 were 
injured. Corporal Munns, who has also deployed to Solomon Islands and Timor Leste, 
says he wanted to “do my very best” for the injured soldiers. 

 He and his section spent the rest of the night clearing areas where power lines were 
sparking, buildings on fire, dealing with vehicles leaking petrol, and marking spots where 
unexploded ordnance had fallen. 

 In the same attack, Corporal Healey-Render (deployed as an Acting Sergeant), a medic 
who is from Auckland, was one of the first responders to reach many critically injured 
casualties, and quickly assumed control of the medical situation. 1822
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 “We heard the rockets just after we had finished a step class in the gym. 
 “I found my evacuation team and we drove down the road where we soon found our first 
casualty. 

 “This is when I realised the true nature of the situation. 
 “There were multiple traumatic injuries including shrapnel wounds. 
 “I’ll admit it was scary – you never think there will be a day when you are literally 
running for your life.” 

 The citation for her Commendation says that there is no doubt that her actions saved the 
lives of the critically injured casualties. 

 “Her medical skills and decision-making demonstrated an exceptional level of 
professionalism during a complex and challenging situation,” the citation says. 

 Private Van Sitter, who is from Rotorua, responded to one of the main incident sites, 
where he noticed an extremely distressed Coalition soldier attempting to deliver CPR to a 
critically injured colleague. 

 Private Van Sitter quickly took over the CPR duties and spent the next six minutes 
fighting to resuscitate the injured person. 

 “When medical staff confirmed that the individual had died, he re-focused his efforts on 
ensuring that the deceased serviceperson was afforded privacy and as much dignity in 
death as the situation would allow, covering the body and ensuring that onlookers were 
kept away,” his Commendation citation says. 

 “In his actions after the rocket attack Private Van Sitter showed maturity and composure 
beyond his years, and demonstrated an exceptional level of professional skill as he carried 
out his duties in a traumatic situation.” 

 Private Van Sitter said the experience was “quite intense”. 
 “It was far from what I’d ever expect to deal with but I’m just glad that we all were able 
to do what was needed under the circumstances,” he said. 
 

Paper Cut

I survived the
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 The Royal Australian Navy’s operational support capability has received a significant 
boost with the introduction of HMAS Supply into service. 

 CAPTION: HMAS Supply’s commissioning ceremony at Fleet Base East in Sydney, New 
South Wales. Photo by Leading Seaman Christopher Szumlanski. 

 HMAS Supply is the first of two new Supply-class auxiliary oiler replenishment (AOR) 
ships. 

 AORs will enhance fleet capability by extending the time a task group can spend at sea 
and the distance travelled. 

 Carrying fuel, water, food, parts and dry cargo, the AORs will primarily provide logistics 
replenishment to naval combat units at sea. 

 They will also be able to support Humanitarian and Disaster Relief operations 
domestically and regionally. 

 Minister for Defence Peter Dutton said the AORs were a critical support element to 
contemporary maritime operations across our region. 

 “With regional security challenges on the rise, it is more important than ever to have 
robust operational support capabilities for Australia’s maritime assets,” Minister Dutton 
said. 

 “Supply will help sustain our lethal naval capability and will play a critical role in 
enabling our Joint Force to maintain the security, sovereignty and prosperity of Australia 
and our regional partners,” Minister Dutton said. 

 Minister for Defence Industry Melissa Price said Australian Industry continued to carry 
out an active role in shipbuilding and bringing online new platforms with more advanced 
capabilities – [though the ship was actually built in Spain]. 

 “Australian industry played a key role in the build of the Supply-class AOR ships, 
including the use of 4500 tonnes of Australian BlueScope steel, and the final fit out of the 
ship in Western Australia,” Minister Price said. 

 “As Supply embarks on her long life serving the nation, Australian industry will carry 
out a central role in the sustainment of the capability, creating long-term opportunities for 
Australian businesses and jobs for Australian workers. 

 “AORs are an example of making the best use of our Defence platforms, with the 
introduction of a combat-management system not present in predecessors, HMA Ships 
Success and Sirius.” 

 To efficiently support Navy’s Fleet, HMAS Supply will be based at Fleet Base East in 
Sydney while her sister ship – the future HMAS Stalwart – will be based at Fleet Base 
West at HMAS Stirling in WA. 24
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The Vietnam War 
Part	...	3	&	�inal

 Those who cleared the battlefield the following day estimated that half of the enemy 
§•°§  d were killed by artillery At Long Tan the infantryman fought for their lives, 
armoured vehicles played a vital role in the latter part of the battle but artillery, accurate 
and deadly, ensured that it was the heavily outnumbered Australians who prevailed. 
Long Tan confirmed that, as long as they were within range of the guns, patrols could be 
sent deep into enemy territory and in the years to follow artillery became an integral part 
of battalion operations 

 One means by which artillery was able to operate in support of infantry patrolling outside 
the immediate vicinity of Nui Dat was through the establishment of fire support bases 
generally employing a battalion's artillery, mortars and armour these bases allowed 
operations to take place well away from the main Task Force Base. Fire support bases 
could remain as centres for operations in a particular locale for months at a time and some, 
such as that at the 'Horseshoe' became permanent. Among the most well-known of many 
Australian fire support bases were those at Coral and Balmoral. Established in mid-1968 
both came under heavy attack on several occasions, the fighting that raged around these 
bases became the most protracted battle fought by the Australians in Vietnam. At Coral, for 
the first time since the Second World War, gunners had to defend their artillery pieces in 
close-quarter combat 

 Artillery continued to support Australian infantry until the end of the war. While it is possible 
to quantify the number of shells fired by Australian guns, the number of operations in which 
the artillery was involved and a host of other figures that can shed light on the type and 
intensity of the gunners' war, the figure that perhaps best sums up the artillery's contribution 
is one that can never be known; the number of Australians  members of the infantry, 
armoured corps personnel and engineers among others  whose lives were saved on 
operations because of artillery support 

 The last Australian artillerymen, the 104th Battery, left Vietnam in December 1971. 
Fourteen gunners lost their lives during the war, among them three forward observers 
serving with infantry companies 

 Royal Australian Navy (RAN) 
 The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) performed important roles during the Vietnam War. 

 Australian naval vessels ferried troops to and from the logistics base at Vung Tau and 
served on the 'gunline' where they provided naval gunfire against ground targets in support 
of Australian and United States (US) troops. RAN clearance divers carried out operations to 
dispose of unexploded ordnance and keep shipping safe from enemy mines and attacks by 
enemy frogmen. 

 Naval personnel also served in an airborne role. The RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam 

(RANFV), attached to the US Army 135th Assault Helicopter Company, flew combat 

operations. A detachment of naval aviators also served with No. 9 Squadron RAAF. 
25
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 Vung Tau Ferry 

 During the Vietnam War the task of moving, supplying and maintaining Australian forces 
in South Vietnam was shared between the Royal Australian Air Force, civilian aircraft 
mainly Qantas and ships from the Australian National Line (ANL). But the bulk of the task 
fell to the Royal Australian Navy and the vessel that carried out the majority of transport 
duties to and from Vietnam was the former aircraft carrier, HMAS Sydney. 

 Sydney's first voyage to South Vietnam, escorted by HMAS Melbourne, 
HMAS Duchess and HMAS Parramatta, began on 27 May 1965. For Sydney's crew, the trip 
meant the chance to both establish routines for a logistic task, the like of which had not 
been undertaken by the navy for twenty years, and to gain an understanding of the risks 
facing their ship in hostile waters. In the years to come, the run to Vung Tau and back 
became an increasingly speedy and smooth operation. Nevertheless, each voyage required 
a great deal of hard work, particularly during the loading and unloading phase of the 
operation. 

 In its role as the 'Vung Tau Ferry', HMAS Sydney brought together men from two distinct 
cultures: the army and the navy. In the days before she sailed from Australia, Sydney would 
be loaded with soldiers and their equipment. Crew members would be detailed to act as 
'sea daddies' to groups of soldiers, helping them to get their bearings on board ship, 
showing them where to keep their gear and how to sling their hammocks  a novel, and often 
unwelcome, mode of sleeping for most soldiers. Apart from the unfamiliarity with shipboard 
life, or indeed with the ways of the navy, the soldiers often found Sydney to be 
uncomfortable, particularly in tropical waters when the heat below decks was intense. 

 During loading and unloading, when Sydney and her escort ships were anchored off Vung 
Tau, their crews were prepared to counter any attacks launched from shore. The ship's 
divers carried out constant patrols, checking hulls and cables while armed sentries stood on 
deck with orders to fire on suspicious movements in the water. As it turned out, 
neither Sydney nor her escorts were endangered in Vietnamese waters. But she performed 
in her role as 'Vung Tau ferry' very effectively, safely transporting thousands of troops to 
and from Vietnam along with thousands of tonnes of cargo and equipment. 

 By 1972, when Australia's involvement in Vietnam ended, Sydney had carried 16,000 army 

and RAAF personnel to Vung Tau on 24 ferry runs and had made a 25th trip to Vietnam to 

deliver and pick-up military equipment. Every voyage took between 10 and 12 days in each 

direction, a time during which soldiers heading for Vietnam were given hours of physical 

training and prepared for the year that they would have to spend as combatants in a war 

zone. For those on the return voyage after their twelve-month tour of duty, the passage to 

Australia offered a chance to relax, to reflect on their experiences and to prepare  

 HMAS Hobart with the US Seventh Fleet off Vietnam, 

ƳƻƸƺỀ . ŉĵ ľ ś I ◘■╜ℓśĊĊẽ ƳƻƺƷỀ  [Oil on canvas 121.6 x 

182.5 cm, AWM ART45009] Royal Australian Naval 

Destroyer HMAS Hobart was fired on by North 

Vietnamese shore batteries during her first and second 

deployments in Vietnam waters. 

 Vietnam, 1968. Bruce Honisett, 1985.  [Oil on  
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themselves for the transition from war to peace. Such a period of reflection was denied to 
those soldiers who returned home by aircraft, leaving Vietnam and being home within 10 
hours. Although many Vietnam veterans recall being ignored upon their return to Australia, 
this was not the case for those who returned with their battalions on board HMAS Sydney. 
When the ship docked, the infantry were often met by dignitaries, including the Minister for 
the Army, and a march through the city - Sydney, Brisbane or Townsville - usually followed 
within hours. 

 Sydney's efforts were complemented by the work of two Australian National Line vessels, 
MV Jeparit and MV Boonaroo. After February 1967 Jeparit sailed with mixed crews, civilian 
seamen and naval personnel. Boonaroo made only two voyages to Vietnam and did one of 
these as a commissioned naval vessel. Jeparit on the other hand made 43 voyages to 
Vietnam, often coming up against strike action imposed by anti-war unions that delayed her 
loading and unloading. By 1970 authorities were sufficiently concerned at the toll that strike 
action was taking that in December that year she was commissioned as a Royal Australian 
Naval vessel, making union concerns, at least on board, irrelevant. 

 On the gunline  destroyers 

 Australia's largest naval commitment to the Vietnam War was the provision of destroyers, 
on rotation, to serve on th                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
e 'gunline' delivering naval gunfire support for ground forces – with the US 7th Fleet. HMA 
Ships Hobart, Perth and Brisbane all served on multiple six-monthly rotations between 1967 
and 1971. The Daring Class destroyer, HMAS Vendetta served one tour of duty on the 
gunline. 

 The Australian vessels emerged from the gunline largely unscathed but the requirements 
of operational service placed heavy demands on ships' companies. Gunline destroyers 
needed to be constantly available to provide support to shore-based forces and to conduct 
off-shore patrols. 

 Hobart and Perth were also involved in Operation Sea Dragon along the North Vietnamese 
coast between 1966 and 1968. Ships serving on Sea Dragon interdicted enemy attempts at 
seaborne infiltration and resupply along the North Vietnamese coast from the Demilitarised 
Zone to the Red River delta near Hanoi and often came under heavy and accurate fire from 
shore-based batteries. For the ships of the RAN serving in the waters off Vietnam, these 
operations were amongst the most dangerous of the war. In one tragic incident two 
members of Hobart's crew were killed when the ship was mistakenly attacked by a US 
aircraft. 

 For the sailors who came under fire and saw friends killed and wounded, the war was 
every bit as real as it was for the ground forces in South Vietnam. No one going into an 
operational area can be sure of what will happen, only with hindsight is it possible to rank 
the relative danger of one type of service over another. 

 Clearance divers 

 Australian naval clearance divers had been operating under various titles since the Second 

World War. The Clearance Diving Branch of the navy was formally established in 1951. In 

1966 during a tour of South-East Asia, a team of Australian clearance divers spent a week 

on an unscheduled operational attachment to a United States Navy Explosive Ordnance 

Disposal team based near Saigon. Brief and unofficial though their sojourn was, they 

became the first Australian clearance divers to serve in Vietnam. 



 The task that faced the eight Australian Naval Clearance Diving teams in Vietnam was 
complex and dangerous. The country's long coast and many rivers, and the large Mekong 
Delta near Saigon gave the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong many opportunities to 
attack and disrupt shipping with mines and underwater obstacles, often planted by sappers 
known as swimmers. The attempts to combat these threats to shipping were collectively 
labelled 'Stable Door' operations and these were the primary task of the Australian 
clearance divers. 

 Large merchant ships, often carrying military supplies, were a particularly valuable target 
as were military vessels, especially those that operated in Vietnam's rivers. The Viet Cong 
and North Vietnamese used a range of mine types against shipping including moored and 
floating mines as well as those placed on the bottom of a watercourse. In the north of the 
country Soviet-manufactured limpet mines were employed. The mines were also 
transported and placed in a variety of ways. In some instances they were tethered beneath 
a sampan by cables that could be cut if the vessel was approached. The most common 
method, however, was to have the mines placed by swimmers who had been trained in 
North Vietnam and who then came south to carry out anti-shipping operations. 

 In addition to combating attacks on shipping, Australian Naval Clearance Divers were 
engaged in disposing of ordnance that had become unsafe, and in salvage operations. 
These included diving around downed aircraft to remove classified material and render any 
explosive material safe. After mid-1968 the Australians were also involved in operations 
with the South Vietnamese armed forces during which they cleared barriers along the 
approaches to suspected enemy positions. 

 All eight clearance diving contingents performed difficult, dangerous tasks, often in very 
unpleasant conditions. The waters in which they generally operated carried swift currents, 
were murky reducing visibility considerably and choppy. The materials with which the divers 
worked were unstable and, if handled incorrectly, lethal. Their work did not have the same 
profile as that carried out by Australian naval vessels or aviators, but it was vital to the 
safety of shipping, both military and civilian, in South Vietnam. 

 Helicopter flight 

 The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) did not confine its effort in Vietnam to seaborne activity; 
the Fleet Air Arm provided an additional Australian aerial presence during the war. 

 In December 1966, the United States Government requested Australian assistance to meet 
the need for additional air crew and maintenance personnel. Australia, recognising the 
heavy toll that the war was taking on US air crew, offered a detachment of RAN airmen and 
support personnel. Named the Royal Australian Navy Helicopter Flight Vietnam (RANHFV), 
the Vietnam-bound naval personnel had to replace training in anti-submarine warfare with 
new skills. Now they learnt how to drop troops into, or extract them from, dangerous landing 
zones as well as methods of escape and evasion if they were shot down an increasingly 
common occurrence for helicopter crews on combat operations in Vietnam. 
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 The first RANHFV contingent reached Vietnam on 16 October 1967. The Flight, having to 
integrate with the United States 135th Assault Helicopter Company, was designated an 
Experimental Military Unit and became known by the acronym EMU. Initially based at Vung 
Tau, the 135th Assault Helicopter Company flew Iroquois and provided the tactical 
movement of combat troops, supplies and equipment in what, during the Vietnam War, 
were known as air-mobile operations. 

 Two months after their arrival in Vietnam, the 135th, including the RANHFV, moved from 
Vung Tau to the American base at Black Horse in Long Khanh province, thirty-five miles 
away. Amidst rubber plantations and jungle, Black Horse was far more vulnerable to enemy 
attack than Vung Tau. The facilities too were more primitive and the ever-present dust 
made helicopter maintenance more difficult. During the Tet offensive conditions at Black 
Horse became more precarious, fighting on the camp's boundaries became more frequent 
and enemy mines made the supply route to the camp increasingly dangerous. 

 Even after the fighting associated with Tet subsided helicopter crews continued to fly daily 
missions and combat assaults that left crews and maintenance personnel exhausted. For 
aircrew, the routine meant rising at 4.30 in the morning, eating breakfast and collecting 
combat rations before beginning the day's flying which, not infrequently, would end 12 or 
more hours later. 

 In November 1968 the 135th, including the RANHFV was reassigned and moved to Camp 
Martin Cox at Bear Cat, a large base in Bien Hoa province that, housed the Royal Thai 
Army volunteer force and United States aviation units. During the third RANHFV 
contingent's tour the 135th moved again, this time to Dong Tam, south of Saigon in South 
Vietnam's Mekhong Delta region. Once more RANHFV personnel found themselves having 
to develop facilities to make the base more habitable while continuing to fly a full schedule 
of operations. 

 Each of the four RANHFV contingents lived and fought under similar conditions. Routine 
flying, still exhausting and dangerous, was interspersed with periods of intense combat. 
Over the course of a year-long tour a contingent's flight crews commonly logged a 
combined total of between 9,000 and 12,000 flying hours. 

 The RANHFV ceased operations on 8 June 1971, the 135th and the Australians were 
giving way to the process of disengagement and 'Vietnamisation' devolving responsibility for 
operations to South Vietnamese forces. Shortly afterwards the 135th moved to Dien, 
northeast of Saigon. By the time the RANHFV left Vietnam, more than 200 personnel had 
served in the four contingents. The unit flew hundreds of offensive operations, placing great 
strain on both men and machines, and was involved in some of the most intense combat 
experienced by Australians in the war. Five members of the Flight lost their lives in 
Vietnam, some 22 were wounded in action. Their having served in a combined 
US/Australian formation was a source of pride for personnel of both countries. 



 9 Squadron RAAF detachment 

 In 1967 No. 9 Squadron was operating in direct support of the 1st Australian Task Force at 
Nui Dat. Late that year the squadron was re-equipped with larger Iroquois helicopters than 
those with which it had previously operated and its strength doubled to sixteen aircraft. 
Already heavily committed in Vietnam, Malaysia and at home, the RAAF was short of 
trained aircrew. The RAN was approached to help temporarily by providing pilots, eight of 
whom joined the squadron in 1968. As well as the RAN detachment, thirteen Royal New 
Zealand Air Force pilots also flew with 9 Squadron. 

 Flying with RAAF aircrews, RAN pilots provided covering fire for MEDEVAC aircraft and 
were sometimes asked to evacuate wounded soldiers in their single-stretcher helicopters.  

 They escorted gunships in combat assaults and retrieved Special Air Service (SAS) patrols 
from enemy occupied areas, often performing 'hot extractions' when they were in contact 
with the enemy. 

 The squadron also conducted 'people sniffer' missions in a specially equipped helicopter 
fitted with sensors. As the helicopter flew low over the jungle canopy, the sensors would 
analyse air samples, detecting concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) gas. This would 
supposedly indicate a concentration of people or CO2 coming from air vents in 
underground enemy bunkers in the area. 

 The RAN detachment remained in Vietnam until March-April 1969, enabling the RAAF to 
consolidate its pilot training program for Vietnam. Many of the RAN pilots also flew missions 
with the RAN Helicopter Flight (RANHFV) during their time in Vietnam. 

To all those who served in the Australian armed forces we say
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE TO COUNTRY

To all the Families, Loved ones and friends we say to you all
THANK YOU FOR THE LOVE, SUPPORT & BELIEF YOU GAVE US ALL 

 
 Peter Dutton 
has overturned the defence chief's 
controversial decision and 3000 Australian 
Special Forces soldiers who served in 
Afghanistan won't have their medals stripped 
over 'war crimes' report." Peter Dutton is 
stamping his authority on the defence 
portfolio by the day. His decision, a week out 
from Anzac Day, to allow Special Operations 
Task Group members to wear their meritor-
ious unit citations “with pride” will be 
welcomed veterans. Thank you to all who 
signed and supported both petitions.  
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At Last a Polly with “Cahoona’s”
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 A biker is riding by the zoo, when he sees a little girl 
leaning into the lions' cage 

 Suddenly, the lion grabs her by the cuff of her jacket 
and tries to pull her inside 

 The biker jumps off his Harley, runs to the cage and 
hits the lion square on the nose with a powerful 
punch. 

Our Heroic Biker

 Whimpering with pain, the lion jumps back, letting go of the girl, and the biker brings 
her to her terrified parents who thank him endlessly. 

 An ABC reporter has watched the whole event.  

 The reporter says, 'Sir, that was the most gallant and brave thing I've seen a man do 
in my whole life.' 

 The Harley rider replies, 'Why, it was nothing, really.   The lion was behind bars.  
I just saw this little kid in danger and acted as I felt it was right.' 

 The reporter says, I'll make sure this won't go unnoticed. I'm a journalist, and I 
guarantee tomorrow's news will have this story as the lead item 

 So, what do you do for a living and what political affiliation do you have. ?' 

 The biker replied, 'I'm an SAS soldier just returned from Afghanistan and a Liberal 
party supporter.' 

 The ABC journalist leaves. 

 The following morning the biker buys the paper to see news of his actions, and reads, 
in very large print on the front page: 

 

 SAS SOLDIER ASSAULTS AFRICAN IMMIGRANT & STEALS HIS LUNCH. 



The	Ladies	Funnybones	&	The	guy’s	humour
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 APPLICATION FOR CHILD-CARE BENEFITS 

 Dear Sir/Madam, 

 I have a very complicated benefits questions. 

 Many years ago, I married a widow out of love who had a 15 year old daughter.  

 After the wedding, my father, a widower, came to visit a number of times, and he fell in love with 
my step daughter.  

 My father eventually married her without my authorization. As a result my step-daughter became 
my step mother and my father became my son in law.  

 My father's wife (also my step daughter) and my step-mother, gave birth to a son who is my 
grandchild because I am the husband of my step daughter's mother. This boy is also my brother, 
as the son of my father.  

 As you can see, my wife became a grandmother, because she is the mother of my father's wife.  
Therefore it appears that I am also my wife's grandchild.  

 A short time after these events, my wife gave birth to a son, who became my father's brother-in-
law, the step-son of my father's wife, and my uncle. My son is also my step mother’s brother, and 
through my step-mother, my wife has become a grandmother and I have become my own 
grandfather.  

 In light of the above mentioned, I would like to know the following:  

 Does my son, who is also my uncle, my father's son-in-law and my step mother's brother fulfil the 
requirements for receiving childcare benefits?  

 Warm Regards 

 Achmed 
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RAAF ACTIVITY

 Exercise filled with  
refuelling missions 
 CAPTION: United States Air Force F-35A 
Lightning IIs from Eielson Air Force Base 
in Alaska fly alongside a RAAF KC-30A 
multi-role tanker transport from No. 33 
Squadron during Exercise Cope North 2021 
in Guam. 

 It was a peaceful scene aboard Willowbank, a KC-30A multi-role tanker transport 
aircraft from No. 33 Squadron, and you’d be forgiven for thinking you were on a 
commercial airliner. 

 But the impressive sight of F-16 Fighting Falcons flying off both wingtips changed that. 

 Flying somewhere above the western Pacific Ocean, this was one of several refuelling 
missions the KC-30A conducted during Exercise Cope North 21 which concluded on 
February 19. 

 No. 33 Squadron pilot and detachment commander Flight Lieutenant William Dunn said 
the KC-30A played a key role in Cope North’s large force employment scenario, which 
focused on interoperability and integration with the United States Air Force and Japan 
Air Self-Defense Force. 

 “We were one of four tankers providing an airborne refuelling capability to the exercise,” 
Flight Lieutenant Dunn said. 
 “It was a great chance for us to combine with our regional partners, the US and Japan, 
while highlighting the KC-30A’s capability as a tanker and force extender. 
 “The flying was fantastic and we were lucky enough to support the US F-35A push to 
Palau. 
 “We also had two junior air refuelling operators who achieved their day fighter boom 
qualification and one aircrew member who achieved his B Category KC-30A captain 
categorisation.” 

 A typical air-to-air refuelling mission starts with a pre-mission brief where crews are 
updated on the mission profile and what is expected from the sortie. 

 From there, crews conduct individual crew briefs, complete the flight authorisation 
process and then ‘step’ to the jet for departure. 

 “The KC-30A is usually one of the first jets to enter the airspace and one of the last to 
leave,” Flight Lieutenant Dunn said. 

 “We’d expect to be airborne for approximately four hours, refuel a combination of US F-
35A Lightning IIs, F/A-18 Hornets, F-16 Fighting Falcons and EA-18G Growlers, and 
offload around 45,000 litres of fuel. 

 “We’d also expect to hold contingency fuel for any issues that the fighters may have 
during the sortie or on recovery to Andersen Air Force Base. 34



 “Once all fighters and other air assets are safely on their way home, we’ll recover as well, 
and when we’re back on the ground, our maintainers refuel the aircraft, conduct any 
maintenance required and have the tanker ready to launch for the next wave.” 

 By the end of the exercise, Willowbank had flown a total of 17 missions and 
offloaded 318,000 litres of fuel to US fighter aircraft. 

 No. 33 Squadron took the lead in the planning of air-to-air refuelling missions during 
Cope North 21. 

 “Fully integrated in the planning process, the tanker planner helps shape the mission 
profile by working out fuel requirements, tanker availability and any limitations, and then 
comes up with the airborne refuelling plan,” Flight Lieutenant Dunn said. 

 “All of our co-pilots cycled through the position – it was a big learning curve for them 
and a great opportunity for their professional development. 

 “They’ve begun to understand how we integrate with partner forces, how a typical 
planning cycle works for a large force employment mission, and what great capabilities 
the KC-30A brings to the table.” 

 Cope North was part of a wider program of engagement between RAAF and the US 
known as enhanced air cooperation (EAC), which aims to support security and stability 
across the Indo- Pacific region through continuous advancements in air-to-air integration. 

 “When it comes to EAC, Cope North gives our KC-30As the opportunity to integrate with 
the  US on a large scale, bringing a highly effective air-to-air refuelling capability along 
with mission flexibility and significant force extension across the airspace,” Flight 
Lieutenant Dunn said. 

 “33 Squadron’s ongoing participation in combined exercises like this helps us better 
understand our regional partners’ needs, their methodologies, and how we can more 
seamlessly integrate with them to achieve the desired effects.” 
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A Seniors take on FACEBOOK

There are many of our generation who do not, and
cannot, comprehend why Facebook exists: I am
trying to make friends outside of Facebook while 
applying the same principles. Therefore, every day
I walk down the street and tell passers by what I 
have eaten, how I feel at the moment what I have
done the night before, what I will do later and with
whom. I show them pictures of my family, my dog 
and of me doing gardening, taking things apart in 
my shed, watering the plants, standing in front of
landmarks, driving my car around town, having 
lunch and doing what everybody does each and 
every day. I also listen to their conversations, give
them a thumbs up and tell them I like them. Its
working just like Facebook already I have 4 peoiple
following me 2 police officers, a private investigator
and a psychiatrist
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 I Had It All… 
 

 I talked with a homeless man this 
morning and asked him how he 
ended up this way.  

 He said, “Up until last week, I still 
had it all. 

 I had plenty to eat, my clothes were 
washed and pressed, 

 I had a roof over my head,  

 I had HDTV and Internet, and I went 
to the gym, the pool, and the library. 

 I was working on my MBA on-line. 

 I had no bills and no debt. 

 I even had full medical benefits 
coverage.  

 I felt sorry for him, so I asked, 
“What happened? Drugs? Alcohol? 
Divorce? 

 Oh no, nothing like that,” he said. “ 

 “Because of Coronavirus, I 
was unexpectedly paroled.” 
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SELECTED PORTALS FOR 
THE MONTH MAY OVER THE YEARS 

 May Ĉ 

 1891 – The first May Day marches in Australia are held at Barcaldine, Queensland, in support of 
a shearers' strike. 
 1946 – The Pilbara strike commences with 800 Aboriginal pastoral workers walking off stations in 
the Pilbara and Kimberley regions of Western Australia. 
 May 2 
 May 3 

 1804 – In the Australian frontier wars, Aborigines attack the newly-established settlement at Risdon 
Cove, in what is now Tasmania. 
 1840 – New Zealand is officially proclaimed a separate colony from New South Wales. 
 May 4 

 1826 – English-born bushranger Matthew Brady and cannibal Thomas Jeffries are hanged at 
the Campbell Street Gaol in Hobart, Van Diemen's Land. 
 1942 – The five-day Battle of the Coral Sea, between the Imperial Japanese Navy and Allied naval and 
air forces, commences in the Coral Sea, between Australia and the Solomon Islands. 
 May 5 

 1865 – Bushranger Ben Hall is ambushed and shot dead by police  
 1947 – Sixteen people are killed and 38 injured on a train derails  Camp Mountain, Queensland. 
 1998 – Four Royal Australian Navy sailors die from carbon monoxide poisoning after a fire 
aboard HMAS Westralia. 
 May 6 

 1950 – The Australian Labor Party, under Premier Robert Cosgrove, wins the State Election 
 May 7 

 1908 – Australia's first coat of arms is granted by King Edward VII. 
 1931 – Members of the Nationalist Party & Australian Party merge to form the United Australia  
Party, the predecessor of the current Liberal Party. 
 1942 – During the Battle of the Coral Sea, forces from  Japanese Navy and the United States 
Navy exchange airstrikes in the Coral Sea, located between Australia and the Solomon Islands. 
 May 8 

 1970 – An estimated 100,000 people participate in protests against Australia's involvement in 
the Vietnam War, 
 May 9 

 1900 – The Sierra Nevada is wrecked off Portsea, Victoria; 23 lives are lost. 
 1901 – The first Parliament of Australia opened in the Royal Exhibition Building in Melbourne. 
 1927 – The federal government moved to Canberra with the opening of the Parliament House. 
 1991 – Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody is released. 
 May 10 

 1996 – Prime Minister John Howard announces gun controls after the Port Arthur massacre. 
 1996 – Floods in southern Queensland & northern New South Wales kill 5 people & causes more than 
AUD$55 million in farm losses 
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 May 11 

 1982 – The High Court upholds the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 in Koowarta v Bjelke-Petersen. 
 May 12 

 1865 – Bushranger John Gilbert shot dead near Binalong, New South Wales. 
 1997 – Susie Maroney  the first person to swim the Florida Straits from Cuba to the United States. 
 2003 – Governor General Peter Hollingworth stands down after accusations he had tried to cover up 
several instances of sexual abuse in the early 1990s during his tenure as Archbishop of Brisbane. 
 May 13 
 1787 – The First Fleet leaves Portsmouth, England, for New South Wales, with the intention of 
establishing the first European settlement in Australia. 

 1932 – Sir Philip Game, the Governor of New South Wales, dismisses the Labor Party government 
of Jack Lang (pictured), the Premier of New South Wales. 
 May 14 

 1798 – HMS Nautilus arrives in Sydney, carrying missionaries from the London Missionary Society. 
 1943 – Hospital ship AHS Centaur is sunk by Japanese torpedoes off the coast of Stradbroke 
Island during World War II, 64 of the 332 armed services personnel on board survived. 
 May 15 

 1989 – Bond University, the first private university in Australia, opens. 
 May 16 

 1954 – World champion boxer Jimmy Carruthers retires, undefeated. 
 1956 – The first post-war British nuclear tests begin in Australia, at Monte Bello Islands, WA. 
 May 17 

 1928 – The Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia makes its first official flight from Cloncurry to Julia 
Creek. 
 May 18 

 1914 - Ronald Munro-Ferguson, 1st Viscount Novar is appointed the sixth Governor General of 
Australia. 
 May 19 

 1942 – The CAC Boomerang, an Australian designed and built fighter aircraft, takes to the air 
 1948 – Federal government announced that Australian rail gauges would be standardised by 1951. 
 1950 – Cabinet agrees to send forces to aid the British during the Malayan Emergency. 
 May 20 

 1941 – The Battle of Crete, involving the Australian 6th Division, begins. 
 1997 – A Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission calls for an apology for a government 
policy of removing Aboriginal children from their parents and placing them in institutions. 
 May 21 

 1912 – The steamship SS Koombana sinks off Port Hedland during a cyclone killing 126 passengers. 
 1999 – Eight decaying bodies are found in barrels the beginning of the Snowtown murders case. 
 May 22 

 1901 – The foundation stone for St John's Cathedral, Brisbane was laid by the Duke of Cornwall  
 May 23 
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 May 23 

 1994 – Police arrest Belanglo serial killer Ivan Milat . Milat is later sentenced to life imprisonment. 
 May 24 

 1905 – Empire Day is first celebrated in Australia. 
 1969 – Keith Payne is the last Australian soldier awarded a Victoria Cross for bravery during 
the Vietnam War. 
 May 25 

 1870 – Bushranger Captain Thunderbolt is shot and killed Constable Alexander Walker  
 May 26 
 1944 – The acting prime minister, Frank Forde announced Australia's intention of embarking on an 
active postwar immigration policy. 
 1998 – The first National Sorry Day protest held. 
 May 27 
 2005 – Schapelle Corby convicted of drug smugglingand sentenced to 20 years in gaol,  
 May 28 

 1851 – The arrival of two convict ships, the Lady Kenneway with 249 male prisoners and 
Blackfriars with 260 female prisoners, turns Tasmanian sentiment against transportation. 
 May 29 

 1788 – Two convicts are killed by Aboriginals at Rushcutter's Bay. 
 2003 – A hijack attempt on Qantas Flight 1737 between Melbourne and Launceston is thwarted 
 May 30 
 1923 – Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom sign an agreement to share the 
administration of former German colony Nauru. 
 1988 – Expo '88 begins in Brisbane, 18 million visits are made in the six months it is open. 
 May 31 

 1886 – The SS Ly-Ee-Moon sinks off Green Cape, New South Wales, with the loss of 71 persons. 
 1942 – During the Attack on Sydney Harbour, a Japanese midget submarine sinks the converted 
ferry HMAS Kuttabul, killing 21. 
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ABLESEAMAN ADELAIDE ADMIRAL
ANZAC ARMIDALE ARUNTA
BAITLAYER CANBERRA CHEIFPETTYOFFICER
CHOULES COLLINSCLASSSU

B
COMMODORE

DARWIN DESTROYER DHOBEY
DIAMINTINA ESCORT FRIGATE
GASCOYNE GUNPLOT HELICOPTERFRIGATE
HOBART HUON LEADINGSEAMAN
LEEUIN MELBOURNE MELVILLE
MIDSHIPMAN NAVY OBERONCLASSSUB
PATROLBOAT PERTH RAN
SIRIUS STUART SUBMARINE
SUPPLY SYDNEY VENDETTA
VICKERSMACHINEGUN WOOLLONGONG YARRA
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Bashful
Doc

Dopey
Grumpy
Happy
Sleepy
Sneezy

GREY POWER
TEST OF YOUR

COGNITIVE
SKILLS

a) FIND THE
  CHANGES

b) PLACE
THE NAMES

ON THE MOST
SUITED 

DWARF ON
BOTTOM 
PICTURE
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CALENDAR OF 2021 ACTIVITIES 
May		3rd		General	Meeting

May		7th		BBQ	Sizzle	at	Jamieson	Park	Scarborough

May				Ahh	shucks	what	was	it	that	I	Forgot!!!!	

June			7th	General	Meeting

June			11th		BBQ	Sizzle	(Jamieson	Park	Scarborough)

July			5th		General	Meeting			Guest	Speakers		“Legacy	Group”
																																																										(Reg	Frankle	Chairman	Redcliffe)	

July			9th		BBQ	Sizzle		(Jamieson	Park		Scarborough)

July			Xmas	in	July	at	“Secrets	on	the	Lake	Restuarant”	at	Montville

Aug			2nd		General	Meeting

Aug		6th		BBQ	Sizzle	(Jamieson	Park		Scarborough)

Sept		6th		General	Meeting

Sept		10th			BBQ	Sizzle		(Jamieson	Park		Scarborough)

Beryl	is	organising	more	events	for	the	second	half	of	the	year
watch	this	space	for	events	times	and	dates	once	known

	

MEETINGS	HAVE	RESUMED
Due	to	the	dreaded	COVIT-19	goings	on	we	had	no	access	toDue	to	the	dreaded	COVIT-19	goings	on	we	had	no	access	to
our	usual	meetings	venue	at	the	Bridge	Clubour	usual	meetings	venue	at	the	Bridge	Club
Phil	&	Michael		have	negotiated	with	a	new	venue	that	isPhil	&	Michael		have	negotiated	with	a	new	venue	that	is
large	enough		to	accomodate	our	regular	attendee	numberslarge	enough		to	accomodate	our	regular	attendee	numbers
So	note	it	in	your	Diary,	1st	Monday	each	month	meetings	are	onSo	note	it	in	your	Diary,	1st	Monday	each	month	meetings	are	on

Location:			The	Deception	Bay	ClubLocation:			The	Deception	Bay	Club
																							Cnr	Bailey	Rd	and	Bayview	Terrace																							Cnr	Bailey	Rd	and	Bayview	Terrace

Due	to	the	dreaded	COVIT-19	goings	on	we	had	no	access	to
our	usual	meetings	venue	at	the	Bridge	Club
Phil	&	Michael		have	negotiated	with	a	new	venue	that	is
large	enough		to	accomodate	our	regular	attendee	numbers
So	note	it	in	your	Diary,	1st	Monday	each	month	meetings	are	on

Location:			The	Deception	Bay	Club
																							Cnr	Bailey	Rd	and	Bayview	Terrace 44


